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**Abstract.** With the development of social economy, the development of the entire transportation system requires transportation professionals with innovative capabilities. By analyzing the characteristics of transportation majors and the training characteristics of related universities, according to the experimental teaching principles and positioning of transportation majors, combined with the training objectives, the transportation professional practice and experimental teaching system aiming at enhancing experimental teaching are constructed and designed separately. Professional basic experiments, professional skills experiments, comprehensive design experiments, and innovative research experiments in transportation majors enable students to receive sufficient practical training during their school years to improve their comprehensive and innovative abilities.

**Introduction**

The development of higher engineering education in China has a history of nearly one hundred years, and has established a basic and complete engineering education system with multiple levels, multiple forms and complete disciplines. With the promotion of relevant government departments and relevant non-governmental organizations, the engineering education professional certification work has been gradually carried out and implemented in universities, and a comprehensive consensus has been reached on establishing and perfecting an internationally equivalent engineering education professional certification system. Promoting the certification of engineering education is of great significance to deepening China's engineering education reform and the cultivation of innovative and entrepreneurial talents. On the basis of further improving the quality of engineering education, it can establish an organic connection mechanism between universities and enterprises, improve the adaptability of engineering education to the cultivation of innovative and entrepreneurial talents, and finally achieve the purpose of further deepening undergraduate teaching reform and comprehensively improving teaching quality. Based on the analysis of the characteristics of transportation professionals, this paper proposes the training path of innovative transportation engineers from the aspects of training specification and syllabus, curriculum system reconstruction, professional curriculum teaching model reform, and school-enterprise cooperation education.

**The Understanding of the Concept of Transportation Engineering**

**Engineering Knowledge**

Through the cultivation and integration of science, technology, management, commerce, humanities and other fields, students should comprehensively improve their professional skills and comprehensive quality, and cultivate the ability to solve practical problems through multidisciplinary methods. Natural sciences, engineering foundations and expertise are essential in modern engineering education. Students should also be fully aware of the knowledge of humanities and social sciences and economic management knowledge, so that they have good engineering thinking, engineering culture and humanistic spiritual qualities, and master the methodology of
economic analysis and management decision-making. In terms of professional knowledge, it is necessary to combine the characteristics of transportation engineering disciplines with the characteristics of school running, and clearly and highlight the cultivation of “core professional knowledge”. Under the trend of “integrated transportation, smart transportation, green transportation, and safe transportation”, it is necessary to jump out of the traditional professional education perspective of single transportation mode, and let students master the “big transportation” through the “fence stone” education of common professional knowledge. The basic concepts, theories and methods, through the "top stone" education of special professional knowledge, enable students to grasp the specific characteristics of a certain mode of transportation and understand the frontiers of industry development.

**Engineering Ability**

Engineering ability training should be guided by engineering practice and innovation ability, emphasizing basic engineering ability such as lifelong learning, value judgment, social coordination and communication and cooperation, as well as the cultivation of comprehensive engineering ability such as critical thinking, innovation and entrepreneurship, international exchange and cooperation and crisis response. This is a must-have for modern engineers and engineers of excellence, and it is also a goal that traditional education often ignores. In terms of professional competence, it is necessary to combine the requirements of talents in the transportation industry and science and technology development, clearly and highlight the cultivation of “core professional competence”, and strengthen practical ability requirements such as engineering planning, design, implementation, and analysis.

**Engineering Literacy**

The cultivation of comprehensive qualities such as engineering spirit, engineering consciousness, human body and mind should be emphasized, reflecting the needs and expectations of modern society for the comprehensive development of excellent engineers. Patriotism, hard work, truth-seeking and pragmatism, and the pursuit of excellence are the concentrated expression of the quality of outstanding engineers. Innovative awareness, humanistic awareness, overall awareness, benefit awareness, safety awareness, service awareness, quality awareness, environmental and sustainable development awareness, occupational health awareness, etc., are the modern engineering consciousness qualities that excellent engineers should possess. Humanistic physical and mental literacy is the spiritual strength and basic conditions that support the future development of college students.

**The Significance of Innovation and Entrepreneurship Background in the Training of Transportation Professionals**

**Clarify the Training Target of Transportation Professionals**

The core concept of engineering education professional certification for talent training is output-oriented, and its focus is on the cultivation of students' engineering practice ability and knowledge application ability. Therefore, the training goal of innovative and entrepreneurial talents in transportation should be based on the cultivation of professional talents with professional skills to meet the current development needs of the society. Secondly, to cultivate entrepreneurial talents with innovative capabilities as the core, to meet the needs of society. Continue to develop the demand for talented people with core competencies.

**Put Forward New Requirements for the Training of Transportation Professionals**

At this stage, the engineering education major's 10 certification standards for graduate students focus on two abilities in terms of talent cultivation, namely the ability of engineering practice and the ability to comprehensively apply multidisciplinary knowledge. From this perspective, higher education needs to change from the traditional “what the teacher can teach” to the “what the students can learn”. Higher education should take the relevant work of students after graduation as the guiding direction, formulate talent training programs for transportation professionals to adapt to future work needs and social development, and thoroughly implement student-centered design teaching programs and implement teaching activities.
Promote the Training of Transportation Professionals and the World

The engineering education professional certification has achieved mutual recognition between the graduates of the countries and their institutions, which greatly promotes the international exchange of students from higher education institutions. Under the standards of engineering education professional certification, the qualifications of China's transportation major graduates can be recognized by foreign universities and foreign companies, which will promote the international flow of college graduates in China.

The Status Quo of Practical Teaching of Transportation Professionals Training

The Practice Link is Too Narrow

The original practice link is in line with the professional ideas and training objectives and specifications of automotive application engineering. The main problem is that the practice link is too narrow, mainly based on mechanical and electronic, with vehicle use and maintenance as the main line, and the whole practical teaching system is based on this. The widening of the new transportation professional discipline will inevitably require the addition of experiments and internships that are compatible with new and broadened knowledge such as transportation organization and transportation planning.

The Practice Content is Backward

The practice content is restricted by factors such as capital, equipment conditions, and practice base, and there is still a lack of advancement and effectiveness. The development of automotive technology is changing with each passing day. The application of electronic and computer control technology in automobiles is very deep and extensive. Hyundai has become a high-tech product combining machine, electricity, gas and liquid. However, most of the current experiments and internships still lie in the experiments of automotive products based on mechanical systems, such as the experimental course of the internal combustion engine principle, the automobile disassembly experiment corresponding to the automobile construction course, the automobile performance experiment corresponding to the automobile application course, and the corresponding automobile maintenance course. The testing experiments corresponding to the maintenance experiment, automobile diagnosis and testing technology course, most of the equipment used are for the mechanical system of the automobile, and there are few devices capable of detecting the electromechanical integration system of the modern automobile. This requires that the practice should shift from the experiment and practice of traditional cars to the experiments and internships based on modern high-tech automotive products.

Students’ Autonomy and Creativity are not Fully Realized.

Since the equipment resources used in most experiments and internships are large-scale equipment, cars and engines are used, and the laboratory equipment is limited. Therefore, it is difficult to carry out experiments and internships during the limited hours of the experimental class. Most of the experiments stayed in the state of the teacher's presentation and the students' observations. This kind of passive practical teaching method is difficult to achieve the purpose of practical teaching. Practical teaching requires the students' subjective initiative, emphasizing students' hands-on and brainstorming, allowing students to define their goals and tasks, understanding the transportation industry's needs for their own abilities and qualities, and clarifying the knowledge and skills they need to master and maximizing students.

The Management System of Laboratory Practice Teaching is Imperfect

Laboratory construction should solve the current lack of experimental vitality and self-development. At present, laboratory management has a phenomenon of disconnection from scientific research. The main body of teaching and research is not integrated into the construction and development of laboratories, but mainly by laboratory personnel to maintain daily operations. A laboratory construction development model integrating teaching, scientific research and experiment should be established. The laboratory provides resources and conditions for teaching and scientific research, and teaching and scientific research drive the development of
laboratories. To solve this problem, we should first carry out the reform of the management system and establish a number of entities that integrate teaching, research, and experiment. Each entity is responsible for the planning, construction, and daily life of the relevant experimental links in accordance with the scope of its own teaching and research. Only in this way can we solve the problem of insufficient laboratory vitality and disconnection from teaching and research. At the same time, laboratories should be gradually open to students, teachers and society.

To Train Reform Proposals for Innovative Transportation Talents

Innovative Training Requirements at Different Levels of Training Mode

Innovative talents in transportation industry not only require a solid professional foundation, outstanding professional features, but also meet the needs of different levels of talent. Part of the undergraduate graduates will go to the practice of social production, serve all kinds of enterprises and institutions, and some will continue to further study. In the end, some will enter the scientific research field, so the requirements for different graduates will be different. Therefore, to cultivate the innovative ability of different types of talents, a hierarchical training program should be set up so that the employed students can meet the requirements of different enterprises and institutions for talents. Students who continue their studies can have strong research capabilities and good scientific research. In order to achieve a hierarchical training goal, it is necessary to adopt a self-selected mode based on professional modules and hierarchical modules.

The Differentiation of Practical Ability Training

The practical ability of students who are employed and those who continue to pursue further studies must also be differentiated. For the students who are employed to strengthen the cultivation of social practice ability, encourage them to participate in entrepreneurial projects, and develop their ideas. For students who continue to pursue further studies, strengthen the cultivation of scientific research capabilities, encourage them to participate in research projects, master computer programming methods, and strengthen mathematics courses. For the practical teaching link, the corresponding selection module should also be set.

Strengthen the Whole Process of Student Guidance

First of all, the implementation of innovative talent training ideas from the first-year freshmen. The students who just entered the school have a very shallow understanding of the profession. Even if they have enrolled in education, they still cannot form a deep understanding. Most of the students have no idea about their future development. Therefore, in the first semester after the first year of enrollment, a professional introductory course is offered, on the one hand, comprehensively introduces the professional situation, on the other hand, urges students to think about their future development direction and establish appropriate goals. Secondly, a questionnaire survey can be conducted for first-year students to determine what kind of guidance they need, in which direction, etc., and to adjust the training plan for each level of students accordingly. Again, professional teachers should give adequate guidance when students choose their professional direction and future direction. In order to avoid blind choices, students should set options in modules.

Innovative Teaching Methods and Teaching Process

In terms of teaching methods, we actively carry out innovative teaching research and explore various effective teaching methods and methods that are flexible and three-dimensional. Break through the traditional mode of knowledge transfer and explore the teaching mode based on ability development. While teaching basic knowledge, the theoretical curriculum strives to incorporate the latest scientific research results into classroom teaching. Practical course teaching emphasizes the use of comprehensive knowledge and skills.
Conclusion

Under the background of the era of innovation and entrepreneurship, the continuous development of the transportation industry, the training mode, curriculum system and teaching content of the transportation major have also undergone the same adjustment, and thus committed to cultivating high-end and professional talents for urban development. Based on the analysis of the existing transportation professional training programs in colleges and universities, this paper discusses the innovative talent training mode of transportation majors, and puts forward some corresponding reform proposals, aiming at cultivating professional talents with innovative ability to contribute ideas. The development of the transportation industry contributes to the progress of society.
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